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MagWrite: USER GUIDE 

Product MagWrite - magnetic wallpaper, high receptivity

Description MagWrite has a high receptivity rating so works with both MagPlus and MagLite magnet 
types. 

 MagWrite Matt has a non-reflective matt dry-erase surface with features that include: 
 - hard wearing semi-matt PET smudge-free surface for dry-erase or chalk pens

- Clean using generic whiteboard spray and microfibre cloth.
- semi-matt ideal for projector use
- easy to hang in multiple configurations
- available at 120cm width by 3m, 6m, 9m, 12m lengths
MagWrite Gloss has a highly reflective gloss dry-erase surface with features that include: 

 - hard wearing high gloss PET surface for smoother writing dry-erase or chalk pens
- Easy clean using generic whiteboard spray and microfibre cloth.
- easy to hang in multiple configurations
- available at 120cm width by 3m, 6m, 9m, 12m lengths

Receptivity Rating 4/5

Weight 1800 grammes per square metre

Fire Rating EuroClass D-s1, d0

Roll Dimensions MagWrite Matt: 120cm width x 3m, 6m, 9m,12m lengths
MagWrite Gloss: 120cm width x 3m, 6m,12m lengths

Adhesives MagVOV Adhesive

Warranty 7 Years

Maintenance:  - MagWrite works with all high-quality dry-erase and chalk pens
- Clean with Whiteboard Spray and Microfibre Cloth
- Regularly clean surface to keep in optimum condition
- Important: Avoid felt pad cleaners and cheap pens as they attract grit and scratch the surface 

Magnet Usage:  - MagWrite has high receptivity so works with all magnet types 
- MagPlus are high-power neodymium magnets for holding items
- MagLite are low-power sheet magnets for placement use

Health and Safety: Warning - high-power magnets can be dangerous if ingested and should not be used by 
children, always read safety information provided.

Classification:  This product is classified as non-hazardous and therefore does not require any special 
handling.  This product does not require special labelling.

Fire Fighting: Any extinguishing media are suitable. Wear self contained breathing apparatus, protective 
clothing and full face mask. Fumes should be ventilated immediately due to possible liberation 
of noxious gases.

Ecological:  This product is not bio-degradable. Dispose of in accordance with Local Authority regulations 
or via an authorised contractor.

IMPORTANT: MagScapes wallcoverings can act as a conductor of electricity due to the ferrous content in the vinyl - do not allow 
it to come into contact with exposed wires, and take care when installing around electrical wiring and boxes.  Turn electricity off.

http://www.magscapes.com
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MagWrite:  DECORATOR GUIDE 

Configuration It is recommended that MagWrite Wallcoverings are hung horizontally and positioned 
at optimum writing height for comfortable writing experience. Other configurations 
are possible as shown above.

Tools:   - A felt or sponge roller for paste application
- Scissors or sharp blade knife
- Straight edge
- Soft wallpaper brush
- Microfibre cloth or sponge
- Clean water and mild detergent

Wall preparation: - MagWrite writing materials work best when applied to mirror smooth plaster surface
- ensure the wall surface is clean, dry, sound, mirror smooth and free from paint or chemicals
- best results will be obtained if the base plaster is sized with adhesive or sealed with a PVA
- where necessary fill holes with filler and use fine sandpaper to smooth

Adhesives/Primers: - for plaster boards/walls:
- prepare base wall with a PVA (Unibond Super PVA) to create a seal. 
- apply MagVOV Adhesive directly to the wall and apply pre-cut strips of MagWrite.

- for mdf/plywood/panels: 
- prepare base panel with an oil based primer to create a seal (Zinsser ‘All Coat’ Solvent Base 
Primer). 
- apply MagVOV Adhesive directly to the panel and apply pre-cut strips of MagWrite.

Note: We strongly advise that you test in advance before any major installation. 

IMPORTANT: MagScapes wallcoverings can act as a conductor of electricity due to the ferrous content in the vinyl - do not allow 
it to come into contact with exposed wires, and take care when installing around electrical wiring and boxes.  Turn electricity off.
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Hanging guide:  - for best writing experience it is recommended that MagWrite is applied horizontally  
- allow wallcoverings to adjust to room temperature
- cut wallcovering into required lengths
- ensure wallcoverings are hung using the recommended adhesive/primer option (see above)
- pour adhesive into a pasting tray and using a roller apply paste evenly to the wall (soaking is 
  not necessary) cover an area to allow for 1-2 drops
- apply the cut lengths, edge to edge, vertically or horizontally as required
- apply MagWrite to the wall (black side to face the wall)
- use a microfibre cloth covered straight edge to flush out air bubbles across all areas of the 
surface using sweeping action from the centre outward
- use masking tape to top edge to secure if likely to slip during install
- use a straight edge and new blade knife to trim corners and edges
- do not puncture air bubbles and do not use metal or sharp objects (other than the cutting 
  knife) on the surface when installing the material
- immediately remove any excess paste with a damp sponge with mild detergent and wipe 
surface clean
- leave to dry thoroughly (min 24 hrs)

Finishing options: 

Seams:   - MagWrite is machine cut for butt joined seams. Try to have seams placed where the pen is 
least likely to cross to reduce visible build-up of ink.

Edging:   - to prevent pens from skipping on to non-writeable areas it is recommended that a 
decorative edging strip is used

Removal:   - gently strip away from wall using a scraper

IMPORTANT: MagScapes wallcoverings can act as a conductor of electricity due to the ferrous content in the vinyl - do not allow 
it to come into contact with exposed wires, and take care when installing around electrical wiring and boxes.  Turn electricity off.
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